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temperature in days of hot seasons, so much difference
between day and night, extreme radiation of sun light,
and relative dryness of atmosphere are considered as
climatic specifications of salt desert areas. The air
temperature of different domains of these regions
depends on geographical situation, sea level altitude and
wind direction. The habitable states of these regions are
scattered with different distances from each other and are
in the term of condensed and centralized or concentrated.
Thus, being in a harmonic architecture with the
regions, the old habitable states and cities have been
serving both as a residential complex and as an answer
for material, spiritual and cultural needs of indigenous
people. Beyond any doubt making use of intelligent willpower a natural gifts has lead to a constant life with the
least damage to balanced order of region's nature.

Abstract - The sustainable architecture that advances to a
point in order to be allowed to reach its aims and goals
deems necessary the design off any building with the
least adverse effect on environment as well as design
consistent with nature. Thus by considering the
traditional Iranian architecture, it is observed that Iranian
architectural characteristics conform to the rules of
sustainable architecture; and can obtain sustainability in
modern architecture by being reveled by certain features
of traditional Iranian one. This paper concentrates on the
results sustainability caused by climatic elements in
Iranian traditional architecture in Hot-Arid regions. In a
vast country such as Iran, with different climatic zone,
traditional builders have presented a series of logical
solutions human comfort. The aim of this research is to
demonstrate traditional architecture in Hot-Arid climate
of Iran as a sample of sustainable architecture. Traditional
architecture of Iran is perceived sustainable for having
sustainable features. It is able to response to
environmental problems from a long period. Its features
are based on climatic factors as well as local construction
materials of Hot-Arid regions. Iranian’s Hot-Arid zones
architecture contains numerous unique features which
comprehend aesthetic necessities and ecological capacity.
Admittedly, this kind of architecture not only exploits the
natural resources but also increase its spirit. As a result its
techniques comprehend many latest concepts in
sustainable architecture. Result of this paper; show that
considering the experience in traditional architecture of
hot-aired regions, it is possible to create an environmental
and sustainable architecture.

II. CLIMATIC CONDITIONS
Hard and cold winters, warm and dry summers, very low
rate of rain, air humidity, herbal cover, so much difference
between day and night temperature and in salt desert and
salt-desert border regions, the dusty winds are the
outstanding climatic specifications in this region.

III. MORPHOLOGY AND URBAN TEXTURE
The villages and cities of hot-arid regions can be
compared to cactus bushes or desert plants. Because the
life spaces of these regions consisted of urban spaces,
pathways, yards and buildings are completely protected
against undesirable winds and at the same time desirable
winds and sun radiation are used with special
arrangements. The urban texture is condensed and
compressed to each other in these regions. Houses have
merged or combined walls and the border between them
cannot be identified. The compression and combination
of buildings has leaded the external surface of each
building to the least and as a result each home can
conserve the needed energy inside of it for a long time. It
is also an answer for the crowdedness.
The narrow serrated lanes which sometimes have high
walls and are roofed by arches cast a shadow on the
surrounding houses and control the wind speed of Kavir.
The structure of city is planned in a way, which arteries
are open in the direction of desirable winds and closed in
the direction of undesirable winds and sand storms.

Keywords: Sustainable architecture, Iranian traditional
architecture, Hot-Arid zone architecture, Environmental
architecture, Energy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Plateau plains, which are considered as the
outstanding district of Iran, are located mainly in central
and eastern parts of country. Being the biggest region and
surrounded by high rough nesses the central plateau of
Iran (Falat-e-Marakazi) has a dry climate. The two
regions of Dasht-e-Kvir and Kavir-e-Lout occupying one
seventh of Iranian area- are located in the center of Iran,
which is totally barren with a very little rain. High
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Urban texture is harm
monised with conditions off life
and natural factors and uses
u
these faactors in the very
unsuitable cllimate of this city. The im
mportant aspeccts of
in urban textuure are as folllows:
- Very densee texture (Figuure 1).
- Urban spacces are compleetely surroundded.
- Narrow, irrregular and som
metimes coveered Alleys.
- Buildings are
a connectedd together.
- Buildings shaped
s
by sun and wind direection.

IV. BUILDIING ELEME
ENTS IN HOT
T-ARID
REGIO
ON
A. Introversion (Darunghara
(
aei) and Courrt Yard
Being
B
consideered as the foocal point, co
ourt yard is a
social space wiith an envirronmental fu
unction. Thee
leng
gthened and narrow
n
form of this courrt yard, castss
enou
ugh and needeed shadow forr this space du
uring summerr
dayss. Commonlyy there is a G
Godal Baghch
heh or below
w
grou
und court yarrd, with different kinds off flowers andd
treess and also a shhallow pond oor to produce fresh
f
and cooll
place for inhabitaants. Net counnting the beautty it provides,,
by shading
s
and inncreasing relaative humidity
y it helps thee
com
mfort conditioon of yard aand is one of
o the majorr
elem
ments of natuural cooling system of th
he house. Alll
open
nings and rooom entrancess ends are th
he connectingg
spacce between alll parts of houuse. On the on
ne hand as thee
heatt capacity of air
a is very low
w the court yaard very soonn
adap
pts the tempperature of surrounding environmentt
(Fig
gure 2).

Figure 1. Yazd
Y
urban texturre

i the desert; it
i has
This city is very similaar to a cactus in
s
and is coompletely closed. Consequuently
a very hard skin
people run thheir lives insiide this skin. All the spacees are
well protecteed against dussty winds and they are shapped to
use cool winnd in the summer and suun in winter. The
urban texturre is dense and
a
alleys wiith tall wallss and
zigzag form in plan do nott let the wind blow easily. Some
S
of the alleys are just widee enough for two
t
people to pass
so as to prodduce more shadding.
nse Texture
A. Very Den
As you caan see in the accompanying
a
g photos, Yazdd has
connected buuildings and covered bazaaars. So that in a
total overvieew you can seee it as a singgle roof with holes
h
(courtyards),, and somee alleys cuut in this roof.
Monochromee color and the same maaterial insuree this
feeling. Thiss worked as a protection aggainst both naatural
harsh and enemies who atttacked the cityy in days gonee by.

Figure 2. A houuse in Yazd

B. Roof
R
The
T domes, which
w
were uused as coveering roof forr
mosques, water reservoirs
r
andd Bazar (shop
pping center),,
are another typee of roof in hot and dry
y regions. Inn
addiition to structuured reasons, the dome shaape roofing off
build
dings in this region
r
has som
me thermo-phy
ysical reasonss
as well.
w Due to haaving convex and unbalanceed surface thee
impaact angle of sunbeam on dome and arrched roof iss
diffeerent from onne point to aan-other, and
d a part of itt
alwaays remains in
i shade durinng morning and
a afternoonn
timees, for this reeason the currved shape iss suitable forr
releaasing and emiitting sunbeam
ms and wavess during nightt
and it helps to thee night coolinng. If the flat roofs
r
are usedd
in hot
h and dry regions it is uusually paved
d with squaree
shap
pe bricks calleed paved brickks. These brick
ks receive thee
most radiations off sun. Early m
morning it starrts to increasee
and late afternooon it decreasses gradually.. This actionn
causses the changee in sun radiattion intensity and radiationn
anglle (Figure 3).

paces Are Completely Surrrounded
B. Urban Sp
All the puublic and privvate spaces arre surrounded with
tall walls annd they have internal courttyards to decrrease
the effect of hot and sandyy winds.
d Some Coveered Alleys
C. Narrow, Irregular and
To providde shade and protect from hot sun and dusty
d
winds, the allleys are not straight
s
with taall walls and roofs
r
in some partss.
D. Buildinggs Are Conneccted Togetheer
To achieve minimum absorption of
o solar energgy by
outdoor walls all the builddings about eacch other.
E. Buildings Are Shaped
d by Sun and Wind Directtion
The mainn axis of all coourt yards is toward
t
south-w
west.
With this ordder they use thhe winter sun fully on two sides
of the courtyyard and they use
u the wind.
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Figure 3. The domes rooff

Figure 5. A winnd-catcher

C. Wall
Being considered as ann important element in reggional
house of hoot and dry climate,
c
the huge walls have
approximatelly thickness of
o about one meter.
m
These walls
w
lose the heaat through traansferring andd radiation duuring
night and its temperaturee remains in low and aveerage
degree durinng the day, thhus, it providees enough com
mfort
for residents..

Wind
W
catcher is one of the other elemen
nts of hot andd
dry architecture which
w
is used for cooling an
nd ventilationn
of in
nternal spacess. Wind-catchher is as consstant complexx
whicch acts both by sucking aand pulling. The basis off
actio
on is that windd blowing is uused to suck the
t cold air too
the inside of buillding and thee reaction of it is used forr
send
ding out the hot and polllutant air fro
om inside thee
build
ding. Once thhe wind comee in contact with
w walls off
interrnal wings of wind-catcherr inevitably it descends andd
enters the buildinng space, on tthe other hand
d the holes orr
ventts of wind-caatcher on thhe opposite side
s
of windd
blow
wing to the suucking and givve the hot and
d pollutant airr
of bu
uilding to the wind (Figuree 6).

D. Windowss
Generallyy in hot and dry
d regions windows
w
are small
s
and are locaated in the uppper parts of walls
w
just neaar the
ceiling. Althhough externaal walls do not
n have so many
m
windows theere are so maany of them on
o the yard faacing
internal wallls. Passing ventilation is done by these
windows. Wind
W
catcherr also helps to the intternal
ventilation (F
Figure 4).

Fiigure 6. Abanbarr wind catcher

F. Material
M
The
T common material for constructing huge wall inn
hot and
a dry regionns includes m
mud, mudbrick
k, stone, brick,,
morttar, lime and wood.. The theermo-physicall
speccifications of these
t
materialls are the imp
portant factorss
in hot
h and dry regions.
r
Thesse materials have thermall
resisstance, high heat
h
capacityy and they ab
bsorb the sunn
radiaation by theirr external surffaces. The miccroscopic andd
man
ny pores of thhe mentioned material, wh
hich are filledd
with
h air, change them to a m
material similaar to thermall
insu
ulator (Figure 7).
7

F
Figure
4. Hot-dryy regions house windows
w

E. Wind-cattcher
By the heelp of experieence, the peopple living in these
t
regions havee noticed that the
t intolerablee hotness of desert
d
regions is beecause of landd reflection, which
w
excesssively
makes some maters of hott and brand aiir in the lowerr thin
layer of landd for this reasoon they have improvised a high
air vent withh at most 8 wings,
w
for theirr houses, whiich is
called Badgirr or wind- catcher (Figure 5).
5
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H. Planting
In desert regions the rate of planting depends on water
amount and way of accessing to it. In hot and dry region
the herbal space lots of effects on the small surrounding
regions for the following reasons:
1. Decrease of direct radiation of sunbeams and yard
space.
2. Shading on ceiling, walls, windows, and yard space.
3. Decrease of dust in the surrounding environment of
building.
4. Decrease of undesirable wind speed in building
surroundings.
5. Concentration of wind blow and increase of its speed
in a desired direction.
6. Increase of humidity in dry regions.
7. Decrease of temperature in building surroundings.
In most of the houses of hot-arid regions of Iran, wind
catcher has a direct connection to parch and this space is
used for diversity of functions from morning to noon and
inhabitants use the underground in the afternoon and
roofs at night, which have colder weather, for sleeping. In
fact, this act of changing daily space is called localregional correspondence. It should be said that there is a
yearly space in the houses at court yard and for this
reason the north part is called winter portion and the
south is summer portion. The inhabitants of the house
move to northern part in winter and accordingly to the
southern part in summer to adapt themselves to regional
conditions. Mostly, the height of summer portion is more
in these houses thus; the hot weather as ends up and the
cooler one replaces it in the lower surfaces. For better air
ventilation, wind-catchers and air vents are mostly
located in the southern part of building (Figure 9).

Figure 7. Material in desert architecture

G. Godal Baghcheh in House Yard
The depth of the yards was more than the normal to
have access to Qanat water or subterranean canal of
water, which was passing underground of yard, to water
garden and below ground court yard. These yards were
called Godal Baghcheh or Padiav. By having a cover full
of plants and trees and naturally because of evaporation
and sudation they are acting as a cool and fresh air
generator for the upper yard spaces. The floor of the yard
was paved with square bricks called paved bricks, which
water and broom were used to clean them and it caused
the yard space to become cool.
When a building is constructed without any
excavation, the contact surface of it with earth would be
equal to its area but once the excavation is done the
contact size would be increase. In hot and dry regions to
decrease the heat exchange of building with outside air
and to provide low-expense and natural cooling and
heating, the buildings are constructed in a pile of soil as
much as possible (Figure 8).

Figure 9. Planting in Yazd houses

V. OTHER SUSTAINABLE TRADITIONAL
ELEMENTS
A. Qanats
The most important problem in the desert, as we all
know, is water. So they had to find a way to bring water
to the city, without any kind of modern technology or
pumping system. A passive system "Qanat" is used there.
A mother-well was dug in a place far from the city where

Figure 8. Godal Baghcheh
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they could reach
r
to the water
w
table maybe
m
100 meters
m
undergroundd, they dug othher wells to direct
d
water tooward
the city, withh minimum poossible gradiennt. Using the slope
s
of the earth they
t
could briing water closse to the surfaace in
the city. It can be seen more
m
clearly inn the figure below
b
(Figure 10).

Figgure 11. Section from Abanbar

In
I order to acccess the waterr, one would go
g through thee
entraance (Sardar) which wouldd always be op
pen, traverse a
stairrway and reaach the bottoom where theere would bee
fauccets to accesss the water inn the storage.. Next to thee
fauccet would be a built-in seatt or platform, a water drainn
for disposing water from thhe faucet, an
nd ventilationn
shaffts. Dependingg on where tthe faucets would
w
be, thee
wateer would be colder
c
or warrmer. Some storage
s
wouldd
havee multiple faaucets locateed at intervaals along thee
stairrway. Thus noobody had acccess to the body
b
of waterr
itself, hence minnimizing posssible contam
mination. Thee
storaage is compleetely isolated ffrom the outsiide except forr
venttilation shafts or wind catcchers. To furtther minimizee
conttamination, thhe storage tannk’s interior was
w scatteredd
with
h a salty comppound that woould form a surface on topp
of th
he water. Thee storage tankk would then be monitoredd
yearr round to ensure
e
that thhe surface had
h
not beenn
distu
urbed. The waater of coursee would be drawn from thee
botto
om using the Pasheer
P
(Figuure 12).

Figure 100. Qanat's system

Due to thhe shortage off water in thee central provinces
of Iran, therre are thousaands of waterr wells conneected
together by Qanats. At the
t present tiime, althoughh the
Qanats have been replacedd by the modeern deep wellss, the
agricultural lands
l
of manyy Iranian citiess in the centrall part
of Iran suchh as Yazd, Kerman,
K
Naeinn, Kashan, Shhiraz,
and Isfahan are still beneffited from thee Qanats. In Yazd,
Y
some parts of
o the city aree located on several
s
Qanatss and
their branchees which havee provided the lower agriculltural
farms with ann adequate waater supply syystem. It shouuld be
noted that these
t
urban facilities aree the main water
w
resource for irrigation of the
t agriculturaal lands of thee city
and neighbooring areas. Many residdential builddings,
schools, bazaaars, and mossques have alsso been conneected
to the networrk of Qanats by
b gutters, groooves, rivuletss, and
ponds. In som
me cases, peopple also used to take advantages
of the waterr of Qanats for
f their perssonal use succh as
drinking, cleaning and irrigating their sm
mall gardens.
B. Abanbar
An Abannbar is a traaditional reseervoir of drinnking
water in Perrsian antiquityy. The Persiaan phrase liteerally
translates as "water reservve". The archhitectural elem
ments
making up an
a Abanbar are
a presented in this articlee. To
withstand thee pressure thee water exertss on the contaainers
of the storagge tank, the storage itselff was built below
b
ground levell. One importtant aspect too consider heere is
their resistannce to earthquaakes. Many ciities in Iran liee in a
region that has
h been struuck with masssive earthquuakes.
However, siince almost all
a Abanbars are subterraanean
structures capped
c
barelyy above groound level, they
inherently poossess stable structures
s
(Figgure 11).
The consstruction matterial used foor Abanbars were
very tough and
a extensively used a speecial mortar called
c
Sarooj madee of sand, claay, egg whites, lime, goat hair,
and ash in specific
s
propoortions, depennding on loccation
and climate of the city. This
T
mixture was
w thought to
t be
completely water
w
impenettrable. The walls
w
of the stoorage
were often 2 meters thickk, and speciall bricks had to
t be
used. These bricks were especially baaked for Abannbars
and were called Ajor Abannbari. The botttom of the stoorage
tanks were often filled with
w
heavy metals
m
for vaarious
structural reaasons.

Figure 12. Six wind-catchher Abanbar in Yazd
Y

C. Sabaat
S
The
T Sabaats are
a the linked arches betweeen two wallss
of an
a alley whichh make the hhot temperaturre of the cityy
more tolerable. One
O of the m
main intention
ns behind thee
consstruction of Sabaats
S
has allso been the creation of a
braccing system foor the linked sstructures. These structuress
havee also enricheed the sense oof neighborhoo
od among thee
citizzens. In fact, these linkedd arches havee been multi-funcctional structuures. Particulaarly over the long days off
the hot summer of
o Yazd, thesse structures together withh
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narrow alleyys and tall walls of ressidential builddings
widely createe shade and prevent
p
sunligght falling dirrectly
on inhabitannts who walkk through thee alleys and also
protect them
m from the colld wind in thhe winter. In some
s
cases they allso function as
a single room
ms over the naarrow
alleys (Figurre 13).

VI. A TIME
ELESS WAY OF SUSTAIINABLE
BUILDIING
Sustainability
S
in any urbban developm
ment is non-dam
maging to the environment and which contributes
c
too
the city’s abilityy to sustain its social an
nd economicc
strucctures. Accoording to a accepted definition
d
off
sustaainable develoopment that iss taken from the Brunt landd
repo
ort2, the objecctives for an aagenda of urbaan design in a
regim
me of sustaiinable develoopment woulld emphasizee
consservation of booth the naturaal and built env
vironments.
Principals
P
of sustainable uurban design would placee
priorrity on the addaptation and rre-use of exissting building,,
infraastructure andd roads, toggether with the re-use off
recy
ycled buildingg mater ials annd componentt. Where new
w
deveelopment is necessary, the patterrn of suchh
deveelopment and its structuress should miniimize the usee
of en
nergy consum
med in travel bbetween essen
ntial activitiess
and also in the operation
o
of the buildingss. Sustainablee
deveelopment placces a premium
m on the conservation off
natu
ural resources,, wildlife andd habitat proteection. It alsoo
assu
umes high deggrees of self-sufficiency att all levels off
settlement structuure.
We
W do not havve to search ffar for ideas for
fo sustainablee
build
ding: they aree all pervasivee in our lost constructional
c
l
tradiitions. The solutions too present environmental
e
l
prob
blems are probbably not to bbe found in thee traditions off
“greeat architecturre”. It is morre likely that they will bee
asso
ociated with thhe everyday bbuildings thatt have alwayss
form
med the greatter part of toowns and cities.” It is thee
vern
nacular or ‘a Timeless
T
Wayy of Building’’ to which thee
urbaanist must turnn for inspiratioon and guidan
nce.” The aim
m
of th
he next chapteers is to discoover the lesson
ns that can bee
learn
ned from the timeless wayys of building
g that can bee
foun
nd in the nativve traditions off the vernacullar.

Figurre 13. Sabaat

D. Yakhchal
A Yakhcchal is an old natural refrigerator. This
structure in form
f
of half-ssunken dome was used moost of
the time to sttore ice, but also
a sometimees to store foood. In
Iran the Persian
P
enginneers controllled already the
technique alllowing storinng ice in fulll summer inn the
desert. The ice was brrought surrouunding mounntains
during the winter
w
and was
w then stoored in especcially
designed annd naturally cooled reffrigerators, called
c
Yakhchal, which
w
means “storage
“
of icce”. This struucture
was a buriedd big space (uup to 5000 m ³)
³ which had thick
walls of at least two meeters at the base,
b
made with
w
a
special mortaar called Saroooj , composed of sand, claay, of
egg white, lime, hairs of
o goat and ashes in speecific
proportions and which was
w resistant to
t the transfeers of
heat. The Iranians
I
also think that the mixture was
completely im
mpermeable.
This spacce was often connected too a Qanat andd had
also often a Badgir (turn with wind) which
w
could easily
e
refresh the teemperatures during
d
the dayys of summer.. The
stored ice waas then used to
t manufacturre coolings foor the
royal court.. These struuctures were built and used
especially inn Iran. Amonng those whiich remain tooday,
many whichh is those werre built hunddreds of yearss ago
(Figure 14).

VII. THE PR
RINCIPLES OF SUSTAIINABLE
ARCHIT
TECTURE G
GLEANED FR
ROM
VERNA
ACULAR AR
RCHITECTU
URE
In
I the urban scale, the m
model of this compact cityy
(Yazzd) is accordinng to principlles of the susttainable urbann
design. “Certainlyy the compacct city and “ densification”
d
”
of deevelopment caan achieve redductions in thee use of fossill
fuelss for transporrt and town heeating, reductiion too in thee
use of land and in
i the cost off urban infrasstructure. Thee
orgaanic model for
fo the city iis most in tu
une with thee
conccept of sustainnable developm
ment when, in
n particular, itt
takes on the attribbutes on naturre’s ecosystem
m.” Accordingg
to th
he urban tassk force, the sustainable city or moree
accu
urately speakking, a city that approx
ximates to a
sustaainable form--is a compactt and flexiblee structure inn
whicch the parts are
a connectedd to each other and to thee
who
ole, with a cllearly articulaated public space.
s
At thee
smalller scale, theere are a numbber of design principles off
build
dings which iss going to be studied and an
nalyzed, here,,
resu
ulting from this vernacular aarchitecture.
A. Compatibility
C
y with Region
nal Context
The
T first prinnciple gleanedd from a stud
dy of the pastt
pracctice is to relatte buildings too the local env
vironment andd
partiicularly deveelopment to the local environmental
e
l

Figure 14. A Yakhchal
Y
(Ice-maaker)
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lifetime of the structure; and in the transportation of
people and goods between and within cities (energy
revenue) I t is considered that two types of energy used in
the building: energy used to construct the building and
energy used to service, operate and maintain the building.
The pollution causing environmental damage can be
attributed directly to the building process. “For example,
50 per cent of the world’s fossil fuel is directly related to
the serving and use of building materials, to transport
them to the site, and in their erection as par t of the
building.”
The building design that is compatible with climate in
relation to the sun for absorbing the maximum of heating
in winter as well as shadow in the summers and providing
coolness and natural ventilation by the wind catchers and
making the spaces in the fond of earth, has made the
conditions to using the clean energies and to reduce the
fossil energy consummation and consequently the
environmental damage.
Moreover, using the local materials and no wasting
materials by reusing them are reducing the transport
between the site and the resource, making the restoration
possibility of building help to reduce the environmental
pollutions.

context. In this case study, buildings formed with local
climate and the environment, the southern par t contains
the living rooms and bedrooms with the main windows
maximising the benefit of any sun for the cold winter. In
the northern face of the building usually, the summer
spaces and wind catcher has been located. It is important
to insulate buildings to the highest standards; to reduce
the amount of external wall surface; to orientate the
building towards the sun; to organize the interior of the
buildings compatible to the sun movement and wind
direction. Further energy savings can be made by
designing the building to work well within the conditions
set by the local climate.
The vernacular tradition has much to teach in the art
of relating the building to its site. This common-sense
approach to the location of a building on its site and the
organisation of the building elements to mitigate the
adverse effects of a hot summer has valuable lessons for
the greening of building design.
B. Using the Local Materials
The second principle is to using of local regional
building materials for construction work where possible;
it is preferable to use materials requiring low inputs of
non-renewable energy in fabrication, transportation to the
site and in the construction process itself. Those materials
which are labor intensive rather than energy intensive in
their extraction, dressing and erection being more
environmentally friendly and equitable in terms of the
distribution of resources, are more acceptable for
purposes of sustainability. The used materials such as
clay and mud in this region require only man’s efforts to
make a structure from them. Most people on this planet
live in building made from earth. Building from earth
does least damage to the environment: It is close to the
building site and so does not involve transport energy
costs. Until the later stages of the industrial revolution in
the nineteen-century, settlements were constructed
largely from building materials obtained close to the site.
Moreover, when no longer required, the building
decomposes naturally and without pollution, return to the
earth from where it comes before. Nevertheless, it can
stimulate the imagination as an analogy for sustainable
development. The sod or earth roof has a long history
reflecting the value of soil and turf as shelter from heat,
cold and rain. The earth roof still has great potential in
future urban centres of developed world where it forms
valuable open space in dense developments; it can
improve air quality, modify microclimate, retain
rainwater and provide the base for urban agriculture.

D. Reusing and Recycling
The forth principle is to the priority given to the
conservation and reuse of buildings, infrastructure and
materials and also design buildings for flexibility so that
a mix of uses can be accommodated under the same roof
and so that floor plans are “robust”, in the sense that they
can be adapted for different uses during the lifetime of
the building. A building, which can be used for many
different purposes and is easily adapted to serve many
different activities during its lifetime, has a flexibility that
reduces the need for demolition and rebuilding to serve
changing needs reuse and recycling of building materials
and components in the construction of new building and
infrastructure was the main tradition of this regional
building. Nowadays, the flexibility of ancient buildings
has allowed them to be re-used with the different
functions such as school, office, restaurant, and hotel in
the traditional tissues.
E. The Life Styles
The last subject, which also needs more
consideration, is the different ways and styles of living
for using the maximum of environment potentially. It
seems that the culture particularities according to people's
view to the world and their environment characteristics,
which help to adapt and respect the nature laws. The most
important requirement for life in desert is to have
personal particularities in compatibility with natural
environment as much as which of social. We can find
them clearly in the people everyday life in this region.
The first is having the working mentality for to defeat the
hard conditions and transforming the environmental
limits into possibility. The second is to be sufficient to
what the nature gives him though little. The third is
forethought, a characteristic imposed by limits of hard

C. Reduction the Environmental Damage
The third principle is to mitigate the effects of any
environmental damage and to avoid those materials that
cause environmental damage. Today, all new buildings
cause environmental damage, no matter how carefully
they are designed. Much of the atmospheric pollution is
caused by the burning of fossil fuels in the creation of
energy to support city life. This energy is used in the
building of city structures (energy capital); during the
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weight of arched and dome vaults, acting like a thermal
condenser, decrease the variance of temperature during
day and night. Finally by making all openings facing to
relatively humid space of yard and blocking external
walls of building (except entrance door), the internal and
external space connection is cut as for as possible and a
suitable microclimate is constructed for human comfort in
hot arid region.
5. The experiences at the 20th century showed us that
we couldn’t have the today’s cities immediately and with
ignoring that has happened in the past. The fact is that the
most of modernists forgot by making the no time and no
locality spaces. The reactions to modern architecture and
modern planning have led to a new appreciation of the
traditional city and its urban form. Sustainable
development is more likely to occur when local
communities take responsibility for their own particular
environment, though to take such responsibilities
seriously effective power must return to local
communities. It is effective public participation that is
also the foundation of good urban design. This paper was
an essay in trying to regain the values of an architecture
well suited to this environment, in not only addressing the
hot and are id climate, but more importantly, in
developing a language of design appropriate to the way of
life in a traditional city.

nature for earning one’s living that ensure him and future
generation without fright of future. These three characters
help the person for sustain the life at least in the good
conditions. The attempt must continue the generation by
generation. This manner helps the people to know better
their needs and environmental potentials. Citizen
participation in development and the political structures,
which sustain it, is clearly an essential requirement of
local and regional government in a sustainable world.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
1. Residential architecture of these regions is an
expressive sample of ecological architecture. Old
architecture in hot and dry region is in accordance with
region and regional factors such as desired and undesired
winds, humidity, sun, etc. Planning each of the full and
empty spaces like court yard with tall and shading walls,
enclosed spaces, porches, rooms in different directions,
corner rooms with wind-catcher and pond, basement and
roof is for special hours of day and night of cold-average
and hot season. And a person can change his/her living
space in harmony with regional changes. In addition to
this, all traditional buildings of Iran, both in architectural
and constructional fields, are planned in a way to have
maximum of sun radiation during winter and maximum
of shade during summer to use natural ventilation and to
provide peace and comfort for the house residents. The
houses of court yards with indicators like thick walls,
porches, underground, wind catcher, vault and dome, are
clear examples of architect understanding of
environmental conditions.
2. The urban morphology in hot arid regions is the
cause of condensed and concentrated urban texture in
which the main arteries are facing the desired wind and
opposing undesired one. In hot-arid region architecture of
Iran the materials with heat capacity and resistance like
mud, mud-brick and brick are used which are very
effective in cooling and heating of internal spaces. These
materials can be recycled thus, are very effective in the
sustainability of Iranian architecture.
3. Traditional architecture of Iran is called Organic
architecture and is formed with extreme respect to site
and geophysical specifications of earth. It is noticed that
houses don't have equal sizes and dimensions and they
also don't have a clear geometric form, through the
architect tries to solve this geometric disorder in spaces
but because of regional reasons court yard has a
completely calculated dimensions, or in the planning of
cities the lanes and city spaces are meandering and are
planned with regard to natural phenomenon's of earth and
sit thus, they don't have any geometric order.
4. In this region the creation of court yard in the
middle of building and preparing pond and flower-bed
increases humidity in building environment and the mudbrick and brick walls, which are made thick, due to heavy
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